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ABSTRACT 

 

                             The Present Research article sought to develop a method of detecting the 

attentiveness of Drivers. The main objective of this article is to provide security for saving the lives of 

passengers and Drivers. Where most of the accidents are occurring due to fatigued driving to provide 

better security for saving the lives of passenger’s airbags are designed but this method is useful after 

an accident has occurred. But the main problem is still we see many of them are losing their lives and 

as well as we don’t know the performance of the driver in the entire journey. This Application will be 

monitoring the performance of the Driver through the front camera. Application is designed by using 

Machine learning and artificial intelligence. In this application, we are using OpenCV and dlib for 

image processing and providing input as user live footage to detect if the person in the video is 

closing their eyes by using EYEASPECTratio. The application will verify the driver state and detect 

drowsiness and raise an alarm using win sound library to alert the driver and the passengers. 

 

Index Terms 

                        Driver Detection, Drowsiness detection, Driver performance Evaluation, Eye Aspect 

Ratio (EAR), Frontal face detector, Eye landmark identification. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

                              “Attentiveness of a driver” is a car protection characteristic that detects whilst the motive force 

is turning into drowsy which facilitates to save you injuries. Driving is a complicated challenge that desires the 

motive force’s complete interest. When the driver isn't always absolutely engaged withinside the challenge, many 

elements can lessen their capacity to stumble on and react to unstable situations.Drowsy use is the primary 

purpose of avenue crashes. According to the present-day file on unintended deaths published with the aid of using 

NCRB for 2020, the general avenue fatalities decreased with the aid of using almost 14%, from nearly 1.5 lakhs in 

2019 to 1.3lakhs closing year. often resulting from regulations because of Covid-19. The principal motivation at 

the back of this undertaking is Accidents [1] 
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                             The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates that each yr approximately 

100,000 police-reported, drowsy-using crashes bring about almost 800 fatalities and approximately 50,000 

accidents. Road injuries reason injury/demise, lack of property, and harm to cars. All those have an economic 

cost. All in all, avenue injuries can cause lakhs of rupees and loss in infrastructure reconstruction and repayment 

for the loss. Studies have proven that approximately three% of the GDP is misplaced in India because of avenue 

injuries. In cutting-edge times, nearly all and sundry on this global make use of a few kinds of transportation each 

day. Some human beings are wealthy sufficient to have their cars whilst others use public transportation. 

However, there are a few regulations and codes of behavior for folks that pressure regardless of their social 

status.[2] 

                               The first rule is drivers need to live alert and lively whilst using. Neglecting our 

responsibilities closer to secure tour has enabled masses of lots of tragedies and injuries each yr. The Driver needs 

to observe those regulations and guidelines on the street are of extreme importance. When using a car, the driver 

needs to be accountable this could sense passengers' stability and attain vacation spots safely. But, in case the 

driving force became extraordinarily attempted and feels drowsiness it results in injuries, in this case, the 

passengers may also misplace their lives. To admit this trouble this undertaking has been designed. Hence, to 

offer records and every other angle at the trouble at hand, which will enhance their implementations and similarly 

optimize the solution, this undertaking has been done.[3]Because of the risks that drowsiness poses whilst using, 

techniques for counteracting its outcomes need to be de- vised. A loss of vigilance might be the reason for driving 

force inattention. When using thanks to driving force inattention and tiredness, whilst an item or occasion captures 

a driving force's interest, that is called distraction. Diverts a person's interest far from the interest of using. In the 

assessment of the motive force, there's no triggering occasion for driving force sleepiness, instead, it's far 

characterized with the aid of using the slow elimination of resources. The avenue and site visitors need to require 

your complete interest.[4] 

                                Fatigue is likewise a thing in injuries on roadways. In a massive wide variety of injuries, 

driving force weariness is a vast contributor. Accidents concerning cars annually, consistent with latest figures, 

Fatigue are responsible for 1; 2 hundred deaths and 76,000 accidents in line with yr. in non-public transportation 

each day on this modernize global. It could be tedious and bored for using whilst it's far for long term 

distance.[5]One of the primary reasons at the back of the motive force’s loss of alertness is because of long-term 

journeying without sleep and rest. A tired driving force can get drowsy whilst using. Every fraction of second’s 

drowsiness can develop into risky and life-threatening injuries that may also cause demise. To save you this kind 

of incident, it's far required to display the driving force’s alertness constantly and whilst it detects drowsiness, the 

motive force ought to be alerted. Through this, we can lessen the vast wide variety of injuries and may shop the 

lives of human beings.[6] 

                                 Focuses on laptop imaginative and prescient structures that could stumble on and understand 

the facial movement and look changes going on throughout drowsiness. The benefit of laptop imaginative and 

prescient strategies is that they're non-invasive and for that reason are greater amenable to apply with the aid of 

using the overall public. There are a few vast preceding research approximately drowsiness detection the use of 

laptop imaginative and prescient strategies. Most of the posted studies on laptop imaginative and prescient 

methods for the detection of fatigue have centered on the evaluation of blinks and head movements.[7]A non-

intrusive method for drowsiness detection primarily based totally on laptop imaginative and prescient could be 

used withinside the gadget. A digital diagram is positioned in the front of the motive force to stumble on his face 

and acquire drowsiness styles from their eye closure we use a frontal face detector and form predictor 68 

landmarks. If the gadget detects that the eyes are closed for a while then it'll buzz an alert alarm indicating the 

driver to be alert.[8] 
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MOTIVATION 

                                             Driver drowsiness is a substantial element withinside the growing quantity of injuries 

on today’s roads and has been significantly accepted. This evidence has been proven by many types of research 

which have verified ties between motive force drowsiness and street injuries. Although it's far tough to determine 

the precise quantity of injuries because of drowsiness, it's far an awful lot in all likelihood to be underestimated. 

The above declaration indicates the importance of a study to lower the risks of injuries expected to drowsiness. So 

far, researchers have attempted to version the conduct by developing hyperlinks between drowsiness and positive 

warning signs associated with the car and the driver. 

 

                                                           Previous procedures for drowsiness detection generally make pre-

assumptions approximately the applicable conduct, that specializes in blink rate, eye closure, and yawning [29, 

30]. The car enterprise additionally has attempted to construct numerous structures too are expecting motive force 

drowsiness however there are just a few industrial merchandises to be had today [31]. The structures do now no 

longer have a take a observe motive force overall performance and forget about motive force capacity and 

characteristics. Naturally, maximum human beings might agree that one-of-a-kind human beings power 

differently. The gadget that being broaden is capable of adapting to the modifications of the driver’s behavior. 

LITERATURE RIVEW: 

                                  Using Image Processing in the Design of the Proposed Drowsiness Detection System 

Drowsiness detecting machine layout was created using picture processing by POURSADEGHIYAN, Adel 

MAZLOUMI, Gebraeil NASL SARAJI, Mohammad Mehdi BANESHI, Alireza KHAMMAR, and Mohammad 

Hossein EBRAHIMI6. This paper examines the effects of a driving simulator used on five suburban drivers in 

Tehran, Iran, in 2015. The digital fact laboratory at the Khaje-Nasir Toosi University of Technology in Tehran, 

Iran, was used. The facial emotions, as well as the location of the eyes, were recognised using the Violla-Jones 

set of criteria. Criteria for detecting drivers’ degrees of drowsiness via way of means of eyes monitoring 

protected eye blink period blink frequency and PERCLOS that changed into used to affirm the effects.  Eye 

closure period and blink frequency have an immediate ratio of drivers’ degrees of drowsiness. To suggest of 

squares of mistakes for information educated via way of means of the community and information into the 

community for testing had been 0.0623 and 0.0700, respectively.  Meanwhile, the share of the accuracy of 

detecting machines changed to 93. [9] 

                               T. Vesselenyi1, S. Moca1, A. Rus1, T. Mitran1, and B. Tătaru1 had advanced Driver 

drowsiness detection the usage of ANN photo processing for automobile drivers is primarily based totally on 3 

sorts of techniques: EEG and EOG sign processing and driving force photo analysis.  For this cause, types of 

synthetic neural networks had been employed: a 1 hidden layer community and an autoencoder community.[10] 

                              H. Ueno; M. Kaneda; M. Tsukino. Development of drowsiness detection machine The 

improvement of technology for stopping drowsiness on the wheel is a primary task inside the subject of twist of 

fate avoidance systems.  Preventing drowsiness in the course of using calls for away as it should be detecting a 

decline in driving force alertness and a way for alerting and fresh the driving force.  As a detection approach, 

the authors have advanced a machine that makes use of the photo processing era to research pix of the driving 

force's face seriously about a video camera.  Diminished alertness is detected in the idea of the diploma to 

which the driving force's eyes are open or closed. This detection machine presents a non-contact approach for 

judging diverse degrees of driving force alertness and enables early detection of a decline in alertness in the 
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course of use.[11] 

                                Jun-Juh Yan, Hang-Hong Kuo, Ying-Fan Lin, The-Lu Liao develops an actual-time 

drowsiness detection machine primarily based totally on grayscale photo processing and PERCLOS to decide if 

the driving force is fatigued.  The proposed machine incorporates 3 parts: first, it calculates the approximate 

role of the driving force's faces in grayscale pix, after which makes use of a small template to research the 

attention positions, second, it makes use of the information from the preceding step and PERCLOS to set up a 

fatigue model, and finally, primarily based totally at the driving force's private fatigue model, the machine 

constantly video display units the driving force's kingdom.  Once the driving force is famous fatigue, the 

machine indicators the driving force to prevent the use and take a rest. To affirm the capability and overall 

performance of the proposed machine, a chain of experiments had been run. These experiments proved the 

effectiveness and robustness of the counseled technique, with a 90% fulfillment charge in detecting drowsiness. 

The experiments display that the brand new proposed set of rules is capable of attaining a better fulfillment 

charge in one-of-a-kind mild situations in addition to in analyzing human beings with one-of-a-kind 

appearances. [12] 

                               Hedyeh A.  Kholerdi, NimaTaheriNejad, Reza Ghaderi &YaserBaleghi Driver's drowsiness 

detection the usage of a more advantageous photo processing approach stimulated via way of means of the 

human visible machine In this paper, we first reviewed the idea of driving force's drowsiness detection 

algorithms and the brand-new literature.  Afterward, a brand new sturdy technique stimulated via way of means 

of the HVS changed into the present. In the proposed set of rules, new techniques to estimate the kingdom of 

the mouth, eyes, and head, had been added to assist in the detection of the driving force's drowsiness. After 

extracting those 3 functions from each frame, a brand new choice set of rules primarily based totally on the 

extracted functions determines whether the driving force is drowsy or now no longer To make certain benefit of 

the counseled machine in the evaluation of the same brand-new algorithms, each of the proposed set of rules 

and the machine counseled via way of means of Benoit and Caplier (2010) had been simulated and run below 

the equal condition.  Results of experiments showed the prevalence of the proposed machine over the preceding 

paintings in all 3 figures of merits; Success charge, fake detection charge, and charge of lacking a 

detection.[13] 

                                    Tianyi Hong; Huabiao Qin Drivers drowsiness detection in an embedded machine there 

are nonetheless a few unsolved troubles like drivers’ head tilted and length of eye photo now no longer big 

enough.  A green approach to remedy those troubles for eye kingdom identity of drivers’ drowsiness detection 

in an embedded machine which primarily based totally on photo processing techniques.  This approach 

destroys the conventional manner of drowsiness detection to make it actual time, it makes use of face detection 

and eye detection to initialize the place of the driving force’s eyes; after that, an item monitoring approach is 

used to preserve the music of the eyes; finally, we can become aware of drowsiness kingdom of driving force 

with PERCLOS via way of means of recognized eye kingdom.  Experiment effects display that it makes an 

excellent settlement with analysis.[14] 

 

                                 We chose to design an application that is accurate, speedy, and perfect after using them as 

references because they have various flaws. We utilized dlib for image processing and cv2 for basic image 

processing and video capture for these. We also employed the frontal face detector, which is a dlib library 

function that is more accurate than the Haarcascade detector. The EYEASPECTratio(EAR), which indicates the 

driver's state, is calculated using the 68 landmarks predictor. We also convert colour photographs to grayscale 

images since grayscale images provide more accurate findings. 
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METHODS  

OpenCV: 

               OpenCV is an open-source library. It has several hundreds of computer vision algorithms. The document 

describes the so-called OpenCV 2. x API, which is essentially a c++ API, as opposed to the c- based OpenCV 1. x 

API. OpenCV has a modular structure, which means that it includes several shared or static libraries. The 

following modules are available:[15] 

• Image Processing (imgproc): - an image processing module that includes linear and non-linear 

image filtering, geometric image transformations (resize, affine, and perspective warping generic table-

based re- mapping), color space conversion, and soon. 

• Video Analysis(video): - 

 
Video analysis is a module that includes motion estimation, background subtraction, and object tracking 

algorithms 

• Object Detection (objdetect): - detection of objects and instances of the predefinedclasses 

 
• High-level GUI (highgui): - an easy-to-use interface for video capturing and videocodes 

 

DLIB: 

            Dlib is a c++ toolkit that contains machine learning algorithms and tools to solve real-world problems it 

is an open-source licensing that allows us to use it in any application. The library is originally written in C++, it 

has good, easy-to-use Python bindings.[16] 

• Image processing: - Tools for detecting objects in images including frontal face detection and 

High- quality facerecognition 

• Frontal face detection: - The frontal face detector provided by dlib works using features extracted by 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) which are then passed through an SVM. It is a feature descriptor; the 

distribution of the directions of gradients is used as a feature.[17] 
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                                                                                                                               Figure 1                                                                                                       

 

NumPy: 

              It stands for numerical python. NumPy has functions for working in the domain of linear algebra, Fourier 

transform, and matrices.[18] 

Imutils: 

              It is used to make basic image processing functions such as translation, rotation, resizing, skeletonization, 

and displaying Matplotlib images easier with OpenCV and both Python 2.7 and Python 3.[19] 

Grayscale Images: 

                           This is a simple graphic with only shades of grey as the only colors. The reason for the 

distinction between such images and other types of color images is that each pixel requires less information. Gray 

is a color in which the red, green, and blue components are all of equal intensity in RGB space, requiring only a 

single intensity for each pixel value, as opposed to the three intensities required for each pixel in a full-color 

image.[20] 

               

                                                                                                                              Figure 2 
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  Eye aspect ratio: 

                             It refers to the aspect ratio of the eye region, which is often used to calculate the temporal 

consistency and speed of the left and right eye blinks.[21]   

 

 

                                                                                                 Figure 3 

 
 

                                                                                                                               Figure 4 

 

                            
                                                                                                                               

Facial Landmark Detection: 

                      Face landmark detection is a computer vision task where we want to detect and track 

key points from a human face[22] 
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Algorithm : 

 
Step1: 

 

Begin 

    Input driver's video 

    sleepy = 0 

    drowsy = 0 

    active = 0 

    status=" " 

 
 Step2: 

  

 Check EYEASPECTratio 

     if(ratio>0.25): 

return 2 

elif(ratio>0.21 and ratio<=0.25): 

            return 1 

     else: 

            return 0 

     End If 

Step3: 

 

while true: 

 convert into grey scale images 

            for every four frames in the video do   

calculate left blink and right blink 

Step4: 

 

if (left blink ==0 or right blink ==0): 

 sleepy+=1 

 status=”sleepy” 

 generate an alarm 

elif(left blink==1 or right blink==1): 

 drowsy+=1 

 status=”drowsy” 

 generate an alarm 

else: 

Part Landmark Points 

Left Eye  [37-42] 

Right Eye  [43-48] 

                                            Figure 5                                       Figure 6                                             Figure 5 
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 active+=1 

 status=”active” 

End If 

End While 

End 

 

                                             When the application starts, it uses the video input from the driver. It calculates the 

EYEASPECTratio. It calculates the left and right blinks every four frames. If either the left or right blink equals 0, 

the algorithm recognises that the driver is sleeping and displays the status as “SLEEPY”, as well as sounding an 

alarm to alert the driver and passengers. If the left blink or right blink equals 1 for four frames, the system detects 

that the driver is drowsy and displays the status as “DROWSY”, as well as triggering an alarm to alert the driver. 

Otherwise, the algorithm detects that the driver is active and displays status as “ACTIVE” 

 

 

 

FLOW OF WORK 
 

 

 

 
                                                                            

                                                                                                                      Figure 6 
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                                                        This application first takes video input from the camera and checks whether the 

driver is present, then resizes the frame to fit the person, converts the input images to a greyscale image, and 

begins predicting the shape using facial landmark identification, which allows us to detect the key points on the 

person's face. To compute EYEASPECTratio, we extract the eyes using these facial landmarks and measure the 

Euclidean distance. If the EYEASPECTratio is below 0.25, the driver is drowsy, and the system generates an 

alarm. Otherwise, the driver is not sleepy and  continue proctoring 

 

 

Result 

 
                       The system assesses the driver's condition using a frontal face detector, which helps in tracing eye 

landmarks and detecting EYEASPECTratio. The left and right blinks are calculated. The driver is sleeping if both 

the left and right blinks were equal to zero. When both are 1, driver is drowsy; else, he/she is awake. 

  

 

 

 

Test ID Test Case Title Test Condition System Behavior Expected Result 

 

T01  NA01 Straight Face, Good Light,  Active Active 

T02 NA02  Straight Face, Good Light,

  

Sleeping Sleeping 

T03  NA03 Tilted Face, Poor Light,  Drowsy Drowsy 

 

                                                          Figure 7 
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 T01: 

 
Expected output: The driver is active         

Result:                   

 

                                                                                                       Figure 8 

EXPLANATION: 

                  The motorist is sitting upright without moving and his eyes are awake in decent illumination. The 

system recognized that the driver is active by analyzing the blink ratio of open eyes. 
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T02: 

Expected output: The driver is sleeping.      

Result:                   

 

 

                                                                                                                              Figure 9 

   EXPLANATION:        

                      The driver is sitting straight without moving and his eyes are CLOSED under bright 

illumination but with a shadow near him. The system recognized that the driver was asleep by calculating the 

blink ratio of eyelids as they were opened and raised an alarm.             
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T03: 

Expected output: The driver is drowsy  

Result:                   

 

       

                                                                                                                                           Figure 10 

EXPLANATION: 
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                               The driver is driving in dim lighting with another person behind him, and he is moving and 

his eyes are somewhat open. The system recognized that the driver was tired by calculating the blink ratio of 

eyelids as they were opened and sounded an alarm.                    

REMAINING AREAS OF CONCERN 

 Other parameters such as yawning, automobile stats, and so on can be used to improve the model 

progressively. If all of these factors are applied, the accuracy can be greatly improved. 

 We may also improve it by giving the vehicle owner a performance graph that shows how many times he 

felt sleepy or drowsy. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

                         The same model principles can be applied to a variety of other applications, such as 

Netflix and other streaming services detecting when a user is sleeping and stopping the film accordingly. It 

can also be utilized in programs that keep users from falling asleep. 

CONCLUSION 

               As a result, we've created “Attentiveness detection of the driver" system that can be installed in 

any car and uses live video of the driver to determine the eye blink rate using EYEASPECTratio. If the 

driver exhibits any signs of drowsiness, it will be detected automatically. And sound an alarm, causing the 

driver and other passengers to become aware. 
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